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   A registered charitable trust

The Saha Astitva holistic eco-farm is a new farm in the forest, based in a fully tribal 
pristine valley area 80km north of Mumbai.  It is located in the North Konkan coastal range, 
an offshoot of the Western Ghats and an area of much biodiversity and cultural heritage – 
an ancient area of pilgrimage and numerous hot springs including the hottest in Asia.  The 
area is currently threatened mainly through human disturbance and rapid industrilisation. 
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  About Saha Astitva

We are creating a model eco-farm with a light footprint on the earth 
and providing a source of inspiration, encouraged by our supporters. 
We are regenerating degraded soil, replanting trees, growing fruits, 
vegetables, herbs and healthy grains, utilizing Vedic (traditional 
Indian) techniques, modern technology (solar PV) and creating eco-
structures. We encourage open-minded volunteers and networking in 
an ecological environment, and employ local people so they can get 
their livelihoods from sustainable practices; 

We aim to do wider reforestation and create a social farming co-
operative with the tribes for organic food. We are a member of the 
Mumbai Organic Farmers and Consumers Association (MOFCA) and 
inspired by IFOAM one-world lifetime award winner Sri Bhaskar Save. 

We are supported by donors and profits from Shivaloka who offer 
eco-tourism and crafts from sacred India. 

We see organic farming in harmony with nature offers solutions to 
many social, cultural and ecological challenges.
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   Objectives of the Trust

The planet is facing many ecological, social and cultural changes and 
challenges.  Saha Astitva, with help from other Trusts and supporters, 
aims to provide a truly sustainable model demonstrating alternative 
possibilities to conventional development.  It is based in the rural 
environment of tribal, ecological and culturally important India within 
easy reach of Mumbai.  Located in a village that is almost 100% tribal; in 
a valley where the hottest springs in Asia exist, with known therapeutic 
qualities; combined with ancient historical links to scriptures and saints. 
The perfect place to demonstrate a model of sustainable rural development 
with only positive impacts on ecology, society and the culture.

1.  Humanity

           To support the upliftment of rural India through environmentally friendly and 
  ,        economically sustainable development and to achieve this by following the Vedic 

  principle of - ,saha astitva      , -harmonious integration of forest ecosystems agro
,   . ecosystems and human habitation

2.  Forestry

  -     ,  ,  In co operation with the Forestry Department establishing protective custodial and 
       .management arrangements for selected tracts of forest land

     .Reforestation of damaged forest land

          Protection of the forests through providing alternative employment to local 
.  (  5. , ).woodcutters see Employment below
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           Establishing a forestry training and internship program sponsored by foreign and 
 .Indian universities

            Establishing and maintaining a seed bank and nursery to collect and propagate 
   . indigenous plants and trees

      .Promoting sustainable timber and bamboo production

3.  Organic farming

       (' - ')  , , Establishment of a model organic farm eco farm for research development and 
.education

      -   -  -Production and promotion of natural bio fertilizers incorporating soil based micro
,  ,    -  - .organisms vermiculture compost and production of non toxic bio pesticides

          .Research of cash crops such as medicinal and aromatic herbs

      ,  ’ - .Establishing marketing structures for organic products including farmers co ops

 , ,         Production promotion and marketing of highly nutritious natural foods such as 
  , , , , ,   ,  unpolished brown rice rajgira jowar bajra alsi cold pressed oils dehydrated fruits 

 .and herbs

    ,   ,    Education programs for farmers school yatra program seed bank and composting 
   .classes for private gardeners

          .Establishment and oversight of organic gardens for rural ashram schools
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      -     -Rehabilitation of farmland damaged by brick making through composting and soil
 - .based micro organisms

      .Reintroduction of traditional Vedic agriculture techniques

   ,   .Establishing organic goshalas and bee keeping

4.  Alternative energy

   /         Establishment of bio gober gas production units and promotion of gas cooking 
        .stoves to eliminate cutting of forests for cooking fuel

   .       Solar powered irrigation Establish a program providing irrigation systems 
    , ,    ,  -consisting of a bore well tank solar powered water pump and resource managed 

    .  irrigation lines to rural farmers

        ,  Promoting energy friendly building design and construction materials such as 
      ,    . double layered roofs and natural insulating material and solar hot water
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5.  Employment

 ,       Immediate direct employment of local people in Saha-astitva’s , forestry organic 
,   .farming and development projects

 “      ’     Second crop” employment on local farmers own lands through providing irrigation 
,     ,  ’  -   .systems organic farming training and oversight and farmer s co ops for marketing

          Support for vocational training institutes and workshops to promote traditional 
    . ,    :handcrafts using ecologically sound materials Including but not limited to  

      ,    ,carpentry using sustainably harvested timber and bamboo stone and wood carving  
 ,  ,    , ,  basket weaving textile products copper and brass work jewelry agarbati and 
 ,     .natural soap organic food and ayurvedic products

6.  Biodegradable soap

      ,      In partnership with an existing company the development and mass marketing of 
- ,          bio degradable coconut oil based soaps and detergents to protect rural water 

.resources
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7.  Cultural exchange

       ,    Establishment of a volunteer program for foreigners providing them with the 
         opportunity to contribute to environmental projects while interacting with rural 

.Indians

           Establishment of training programs for foreigners allowing them to learn Vedic 
    , , , .traditions such as homa farming ayurveda yoga etc

   - .Promotion of eco tourism

8.  Cooperation with government and non-government 
organizations

              Act as a liaison to bring both government agencies and NGOs with their existing 
     .     programs and resources to rural India Implementing ecologically beneficial 

  ,        , research and technology and working in partnership with the many groups within 
  ,          India and abroad who share the vision of a prosperous and sustainably developed 
 .rural India

          .Establishment of a government sanctioned Tansa Valley Organic Farming Zone

     -         Establishment of a model eco village in the Tansa valley in cooperation with other 
 .local organizations
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 The Staff

Daniel Hayes Uppendahl        is the founder and a trustee of the 
.      ,   . foundation He has a background in art design and philosophy Daniel 

           has been researching and setting up the objectives of the Trust  in line 
      with local people needs and requirements    while living in Ganeshpuri 

   8 .        .for the past years He also takes the role of Development Director  
  ’          It is Daniel s conviction that this project is essential to both protect 

         ,   and provide upliftment for the local area and its people and to serve 
           .as a model for rural upliftment on a wider scale

Dr Krishna Kant Shukla, .    ,trustee Classical Indian musician  
  ,     .    philosopher and poet with a PhD in Physics Krishna believes that Eco 

          Farm concept is an essential project to safeguard communities and the 
 .natural environment

Naresh Somwanshi     .      is one of the trustees He is a rural social worker 
  12 .        for over years Naresh has a thorough understanding of the issues 

          facing the Adivasi people and of the intricacies required for working 
     .       with both them and Western people He is fluent in the local Marathi 

,   .language Hindi and English     Naresh originating from a village 
.             background Naresh is vital to the project as he has built up a good 

       .rapport and trust with from the local people
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Karen Uppendahl  , ,  -   from Oxford England is co founder and overall 
   .         director of the project She has a decade of experience working in man-
   -   , .  agement for a UK based Environmental Consultancy AEA In addition 

            she has over sixteen years experience in yoga and has been teaching for 
8 .          2007,years She visited Ganeshpuri for the first time in August  

        -  .  where she was introduced to Daniel and the Eco farm project The phi-
              losophy and core of this work sang to her heart as creating a new way 

    -   ,    of living based on co operation with nature society and also  fostering a 
    .positive wholesome state of mind

  Volunteers and Expertise

Sri Bhaskar Save
          .   50  He has given advice on running a year round model farm He has years experience 

      ‘   ’,  .    running own farm and has created paradise on earth in Gujurat He has reconditioned his 
    0    '   ,        soil so it needs inputs and the farm s high yielding low cost success is due to the balance 

    - .       'restored between all the eco systems Bhaskar Save is the winner of IFOAM s 
(      )   international Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements One World Lifetime 

       ,    2010.Achievement Award which will be presented in Bonn Germany in September

Bharat Mansata
              He is a National author on organic farming and has offered mentoring and free consultancy 

      .looking at the infrastructure and planting programme

Tamsin Jones
             .She is our fund raiser and has experience fundraising for charities in the UK

MOFCA (Mumbai organic farmers and consumers association)
  -         200   Is a newly formed association of Farmers and Consumers within a km radius of 

 ,        .Mumbai City focused on supporting and promoting sustainable agricultural practices
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   About the Project Area

       :      .   The area of the proposed project is Ganeshpuri a village in the Thane District The size of 
     10     .        25the project area is a k radius of the village This area is mostly rural with approx  

, 30,000   15,000 .villages people and Adivasis

       98% .       10%  The village where we are based is Adivasis In the area already at least of the 
       .       useful soil has been destroyed by brick kilns Deforestation for wood fuel and burning for 
   .            hunting are also issues We are now witnessing the sale of protected adivasi land to land 

      ,    .and industrial developers which implies further social cultural and ecological breakdown

      ,       .A number of Trusts have addressed education clean water and health care provision locally  
              The Saha Astitva aims to go one step further in creating livelihoods from sustainable means 
    -     . and restore the degraded eco systems at the same time

         (    We are one of the founding members of MOFCA Mumbai Organic Farmers and 
 )           Consumers Association and are beginning our first trial at supplying fresh vegetables “Hari 

       10    .     Bhari Tokri” in October as one of farmers in the trials If successful this will naturally 
      . encourage participation from our surrounding tribal farmers
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  About the Adivasis

   ‘' - '      /   Adivasis literally means half forest and refers to scheduled tribes indigenous people of 
.     85     8.14%   .   India In India there are million Adivasis which is of the population This tribal 

    ’     population suffers disproportionately from India s modernization with large scale 
       .   10  displacement and the biological decline of their communities Over million Adivasis 

             have been displaced to make way for industrial development along with the destruction of 
  ’         .    many of India s forests which they rely on for the livelihoods Thousands have become 

      ,          migrant workers and moved to city slums a process which tears at the social fabric of their 
,            .  communities as children are pulled out of schools and families from their roots

   The Adivasis in Ganeshpuri

    (10  )       15,000 In the Ganeshpuri area km radius the total Adivasi population is approx people 
50%   .            of the population In the particular area the project the local adivasi farmers mainly 

          – .       cultivate rice which means they only farm the land June Nov The rest of the year their 
             .land lies dormant as it is the dry season and there is little water

The Local Problem

    ;         ,Breakdown of traditional farming In this area the Adivasis mainly farm forest land  
              this is being destroyed by local people selling their land to the brick companies who 
            .    use the top soil which leaves the land no good for future farming The farmers are 

             getting themselves into debt by getting loans of seeds and fertilisers and not getting 
     .           the yields to pay it back Suicides amongst farmers is high and we can see why 

           .  selling land for the brick companies becomes an attractive option for them The 
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               government has set up schemes to help the farmers out of debt but as many are 
    . illiterate they cannot access these        Many farmers and their families end up working 

                 for the brick kilns or away from home for part of the year so they can survive and 
      .more and more families are being displaced

       ;        Poaching and cutting the forests for firewood To eke out a living and for cooking 
,      .   '    needs the local forests are continuously cut One day s collecting and transporting 

(       3  )    30.       on their heads to the village km away will gain Rs The forest is not able to 
     '         .replenish itself at the rate it s now being cut resulting in degraded forest lands

 /          Culture society and environment breakdown when locals migrate to the already 
   ( . 10  )     .overstretched Mumbai slums est million population in search of a future

The Solution

‘Ecology needs to be at the crux of India’s developing economy.  To enable 
around 600 million people to move above the poverty line India must ensure 
sustainable livelihoods.  Livelihoods must be sourced from the traditional sector of  
agriculture and forests’.

 ,      ,   ,  2007.Richard Mahapatra Centre for Science and the Environment Times on India Jan
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             Through the project we are looking to address a number of challenges and developing 
         .    -solutions what will create sustainable livelihoods for the Adivasi population At the eco

              farm centre crops and organic methods appropriate to the area can be developed and passed 
                on to the Adivasi farmers so they can get better value from their land all year round 

  ,        without depleting ecology but instead increasing the biodiversity and improving the 
 .degraded situation

Primary Issues

1. Socio – economic issues

             Displacement of Adivasis families will be tackled by providing the means and training so 
             . that they can farm and earn a living from their land all year round    Local children will be 
    -          .   able to visit the Eco Farm to learn skills and understand how their land works Also local 

               .illiterate farmers will be helped to apply for government grant to help them out of debt

2. Water availability and management

            .   At present the Adivasis farmers only farm their land during the monsoon season We plan 
               to find the best viable solution to provide water in a resource efficient manner for year 

  .round land use

 

3. Farming techniques

             The government encourages the use of chemical fertilisers and pesticides which is now 
     –   ,    spreading into the Adivasi areas causing soil problems yield reduction and high 
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       ' ' ( -  )     operating costs The use of suicide one life only seeds are also becoming widespread

    -   -      -We plan to provide bio fertilisers and bio pesticides which eventually will be self produced 
   ,       ( . .   by the farmers themselves provide natural seeds for seed saving i e some harvested seeds 
     ),        can be used for next planting crop diversification and provide training and oversight in 

 .these techniques

4. Marketing Know-how.

         (      We aim to encourage the growth of cash crops informed by research with customers for 
    ,     ) requirements such as organic vegetables medicinal herbs and bamboo processing in 

  -  .          , ,  ,addition to own use crops To add value to crops by use of huller destoner oil press  
   .       dehydration and packaging equipment To research and provide marketing expertise and 

   ,    .brand development for local city and export market
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:  1Strategy Phase

  (    ): 18      -Phase one costing in this proposal months pilot scheme for developing Eco farm 
  ,    .centre for research training & demonstrative purposes

 :To Provide

        Bore well with solar pump and irrigation system
 , -   -  Compost bio fertilisers and bio pesticides production
    ’    Crop trails on paddy s and in greenhouse
  Seed bank
    Employment of local workers

 Eco-farm/centre including trust office
     ( , , , ), ,Facility for food processing dehydration hulling destoning etc packing  

, labelling storage
     Farming training programs for Adivasis
 -        Co operation marketing of produce together with Adivasi farmers
     Volunteer programs for western people
           Teaching days for village children for partner trust Learning Space Foundation
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Progress at August 2010 – after 15 months 

 Bore well with solar pump and irrigation system.    Grant won from Castle 
   .   .     Climbing in the UK System partially installed System upgraded to cover farm 

 .    -     300 power requirements Pumping using solar April June kept newly planted trees 
.alive

 Compost, bio-fertilisers and bio-pesticides production.  400 Hosted sheep 
       ,    ' 'and their nomadic herders to fertilise the soil created a temporary vermicompost  

  ,  1000  -    , , ,worm composting unit created kg on site compost from sand leaves bark  
  .cow dung etc

 Crop trails on paddy’s and in greenhouse.    Experimented with growing organic 
, , ,       rice pulses salad vegetables and sugar cane using organic seeds

 Seed bank.        , Sourced organically produced vegetable seeds from seed bank attended 
  .          .  seed saving workshop Looking to form links to other NGO s with expertise

 Employment of local workers.  1500   '  'Provided days of biodiversity restoration  
   ,           work to local people mainly tribal & encouraging four of our five local workers into 

 further education
 Eco-farm/centre including trust office    , , to be a model demonstration research 

  : & training facility
o      ,     upgraded village office with new shelter computer and internet facilities for 

 volunteer research
o  4    ,     ' ' acquired acre piece of land installed recycled steel and babbal woven 

 ) ;     , scrub tree fence carried out land levelling works
o        ; built a water body to replenish the aquifer
o    ( )   created an ayurvedic medicinal herb bed
o   - ,   ,   created four eco structures using local materials minimising cement and 

   (  )      'using recycled materials where possible for steel and plastic where they ve 
 been used

o   :         welcomed several animals a pure breed Guir cow and her calf
o      incorporated ancient Indian agricultural techniques
o        ( ) . started staying on the farm in basic camping conditions

 Facility for food processing (dehydration, hulling, destining, etc), packing, 
labelling, storage   not yet started
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 Farming training programs for Adivasis      Taking a slow approach here to 
          understand the complex social issues surrounding the barriers to farming post 

   . -        monsoon for local farmers Long term volunteer carrying out field research and case 
 study analysis

 Co-operation marketing of produce together with Adivasi farmers have 
        -    connected to a network of organic and progressive like minded thinkers and help 

 ,       . found MOFCA the Mumbai Organic Farmers and Consumers Association Vegetable 
        2010.     box scheme for Mumbai due to start October If successful we will encourage 
     .local farmers to contribute their produce

 Volunteer programs for western people   20 hosted over volunteers
 Teaching days for village children for partner trust Learning Space 

Foundation   -       have encouraged eco friendly design of new school completed July 
2010.       .  18  Starting regular weekly input to school programme Planted trees with 

  ( ,   )   . different qulaities medicine food and forest trees in grounds

   :In addition we have

     -        the support of Shivaloka an Indian company running annual tours for Westerners 
   go to Saha Astitva

  100     ,received visitors from India and abroad
 -     '  '  re roofed the local adivasi Kalpa Devi goddess temple
  ,     so far an acceptance in the community
      ,       ; started to discover the deeper social ecological and cultural aspects of the project

for example our workers consist of one supervisor, Ladku; and four local young 
men aged 16- 22 – Vijay, Kishaw, 'small' Vijay and Ranjit; they all come from 
a local settlement 'pocket' and are part of an extended family. We also employ 
one man to look after and milk the cow. Ladku and the four young men are  
bright, reliable and have a high integrity; yet it is clear the team is the 'cream' of  
the area. Two of the young men no longer have father's due to alcohol related 
deaths; one's father is an alcoholic and at 16 years old, the main breadwinner 
(through our project) for the family. These three all have a low standard of  
formal education and do not want to follow the same route of their father's and 
seeking a better life. Vijay is married with a two year old son and owns his own 
bamboo/mud house.    The people of the village do not know how to access 
Government grants or health care provision. We have already taken two 
members of the village for emergency treatment for malaria having not acted on 
the symptoms so far.
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     ,    networked with environmentalists and lawyers provided consultation on Government 
 –            policy looking to find a way to improve sustainability of forests in India

            supported the proposal for the creation of the North Konkan Ecological Sensitive 
Area

        12000  (   ). started investigating the creation of the protected acres see phase three This 
             will be a mix of forests and agriculture aimed at restoring biodiversity rather than 

 .depleting it
     -        .begun an investigation into eco tourism as a means to support the programmes
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:  2Strategy Phase

 2 :5        :18 -5 : Phase Farms to be supported outside the trial farm months years  2011 January +
     5      One farm is approximately acres belonging to an extended family
            Trust leases the land and pay salary to farmers for their labour
   ,  , , - , -   Trust provides fences bore wells seeds bio fertilisers bio pesticides and compost
      All produce is for Trust
          - ,    Produce is marketed and sold by the Trust through co operation thus paying for the 

,    lease salaries and Trust overhead
      Trust provides ongoing oversight and teaching

Quote from a book about the Malpai Group in southern New Mexico:

"A working wilderness: a place where wildness thrives not in the absence of human 
work or in spite of it, but because of it, and where thriving wild lands in turn sustain 
the human community that lives and works there. Superficially, this work is the same 
as it has been for five generations - the work of traditional farming - but it has grown 
to include scientific research, communications and outreach, real estate, law, wildlife 
biology, planning and fire management as well. Not to mention politics." 
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:  3Strategy Phase

 :  5  -      –   Phase three After years eco system and techniques are established now fully sustain-
    ,         able with minimal input costs higher yields and sufficient income from sales of agricultural 

   produce all year round

       Increase of number of farms in program
   Implement additional programs

o            .Research on rehabilitation of land stripped of top soil for brick kilns  
    Projects and workshop for landowners

o  Reforestation projects
o   , . . ,  ,Vocational training projects e g carpentry traditional handcrafts  

   wild crafted forest products
o         Extended range of natural products for domestic and international 

markets
o         Publication of results of our Research and Development Farm

      12,000 Work towards creation of protected acre
    ( )   (   )Government sanctioned special agricultural economic zone organic and tribal
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Timeline

`
Make a Difference

For more information please contact:

 : 0091 9970 123988. : . .Karen Uppendahl web www thankindia org

: . .  Email saha astitva@yahoo in
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r&d eco centre model fully sustainable 
developed to include all Trust objectives

Phase Three: protected agro/forestry zone 
created for sustainable livelihoods

Phase two: start social farming / outreach 
project

start children's school programme 

Investigate markets and trial produce

Begin restoration of biodiversity

Create eco-centre and farm – infrastruc-
ture

Phase One
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Month



Quote from Daniel Janzen from his experience restoring cloud forest in Costa 
Rica:

"Choose an appropriate site, obtain it, and hire some of the former users as live-in 
managers. Sort through the habitat remnants to see which can recover.   Stop the biotic  
and physical challenges to those remnants. The challenge is to turn the farmer's skills  
at biomanipulation to work for the conservation of biodiversity. Explicit and public  
agreement on management goals is imperative. Is the goal a low-overhead zoo,  
botanical garden, gene bank, functioning watershed, teaching laboratory or some 
combination of these and other goals?"
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